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New at Genuine Hotrod Hardware by Summit Racing Equipment: STP
Collectibles, Drag Race Christmas Tree, and Turbospoke Bicycle Exhaust

There is plenty of time to get holiday gifts for performance enthusiasts from Summit Racing's
Genuine Hotrod Hardware. Here are some of the newest collectibles, decor, and apparel now
available.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) December 08, 2015 -- There is plenty of time to get holiday gifts for performance
enthusiasts from Summit Racing's Genuine Hotrod Hardware. Here are some of the newest collectibles, decor,
and apparel now available.

STP Collectibles
For over half of a century, the Scientifically Treated Petroleum (STP) logo has been seen on race cars, track
signs, and toolbox stickers across the country. Genuine Hotrod Hardware carries STP collectibles including:
• The STP Logo Hat looks like it could’ve been plucked out of a garage from the 1960s. It features the
unmistakable STP logo as a real, sewn-on patch
• Ranging from a basic STP logo to vintage-style advertisements, STP Logo Signs are the perfect way to dress
up a rec room, garage, or office. They feature vibrant, printed graphics on durable steel, and come ready to hang

• A 1:18 Scale Die-Cast Richard Petty 1972 Plymouth Road Runner commemorates “the King’s” overall points
victory in NASCAR’s 1972 Winston Cup Series. Authentic right down to its Goodyear race slicks, this highly
detailed model features realistic touches like window netting, sponsor decals, and (of course) a race-prepped
426 Hemi under the hood

Drag Race Christmas Tree
Genuine Hotrod Hardware offers a realistic reproduction Christmas Tree that can be mounted on the wall next
to holiday decorations or that favorite lounge chair. The Christmas Tree has authentic-looking stage/pre-stage
lights, plus animated timing lights that flash down in sequence. The Christmas Tree also features LED lights
that illuminate “Final Round” right down the center column.

Turbospoke Bicycle Exhaust System
Instead of using baseball cards attached with clothespins, the Turbospoke has three interchangeable Motocards
that deliver a distinct motorcycle sound—a buzzing dirtbike, low rumbling cruiser, or standard streetbike.
Better yet, the realistic-looking Turbospoke “muffler” actually amplifies the sound; the faster the bike is
pedaled, the louder it gets. The Turbospoke Bicycle Exhaust System fits practically every bicycle with a 16
inch or larger rear wheel and clamps onto the frame in minutes using the included tools.

Genuine Hotrod Hardware
www.GenuineHotRod.com
1-800-575-1932
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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